Global Association
Meetings Protocol
A Strategic Future for the
Global Events Industry

Dear ICCA Colleagues,
Re-imagining the future of events during a global pandemic is one of our biggest challenges as an industry.
During the 2020 ICCA Congress, ICCA delivered the Kaohsiung Protocol as a strategic recovery framework to
guide the global meetings and events industry forward. Now, thanks to the guidance and input of our global
community, we are pleased to present the 2021 Global Association Meetings Protocol.
This new framework is based on insights from ICCA members and Association community who helped us
determine how priorities and ways of working have changed during the COVID-19 pandemic. Our survey
revealed four key pillars that are vital to moving the industry forward — sustainability, equity and legacy;
advocacy and policy; crisis planning and mitigation; and sector and community alignment strategy. Within
each of these pillars, we see a strong desire for our industry to take a central role and collaborative approach
to driving change.
As was the case with the Kaohsiung Protocol, the Global Association Meetings Protocol is intended to serve
the worldwide industry with a roadmap to keep the industry moving forward. It’s a document that can shed
light on opportunities for collaboration and innovation. Inside this report, you will find recommendations from
the Global Association Meetings Protocol Advisory Group and the team at MMGY NextFactor. It delivers a list
of strategies and key take-aways by sector. Another crucial discovery is the gap between what the industry
currently offers and what customers believe should be prioritised. This reveals an ideal starting point for
strengthening partnerships and ensuring the industry continues to offer the utmost value to associations.
There are many people and organisations to thank for making this framework possible: our Global Association
Meetings Protocol Advisory Group (identified within) for participating and validating the methods and results;
our partners at MMGY NextFactor for the methodology, analysis and unique contributions; James Rees, ICCA
President, and the ICCA Board; and Gregg H. Talley, President of Talley Management Group. These individuals
and organisations deserve your appreciation for helping to drive our industry and ICCA forward to the future.
I am grateful for our global community members and their willingness to unite and embrace transformation. As
we enter a new year, I am optimistic for a bolder and better future for global association meetings.
Thank you,

Senthil Gopinath
CEO, ICCA
©MMGY Nex tFactor
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December 2021 | nextfactorinc.com

Dear Reader,
It is our pleasure to present the Global Association Meetings Protocol — a Strategic Future for
the Global Events Industry. The purpose of the Protocol is to identify how association clients
and their destination partners can collaborate more effectively on developing business events
in a rapidly evolving world.
This strategic framework was based on multiple surveys asking event professionals and
convention and visitor bureau leaders to identify the most important strategies that
destinations should prioritize today. You will find the gaps in the survey results between the
two audiences illuminating. There is clearly more conversation needed to bring association
clients and destinations closer together around long-term shared goals for the future.
As all participants in the business events industry reassess their strategic objectives and
initiatives in 2022, the Global Association Meetings Protocol provides a clear overview of the
opportunities and challenges before us. The insights build on the ICCA Kaohsiung Protocol
published last year, with the goal to establish continuity in thought leadership as we evolve out
of the pandemic.
We would like to acknowledge the strong support of ICCA, including in particular the
significant contributions of Mr. Gregg Talley, ICCA lead on this project.
Our team is looking forward to continuing work with ICCA in the coming months and years
ahead on addressing the numerous issues and realities resulting from the current crisis. We
hope you and your organization can benefit from this strategic framework.
Yours truly,

Paul Ouimet
Partner, President
MMGY NextFactor

©MMGY Nex tFactor
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Introduction
The ICCA Global Association Meetings Protocol
The ICCA Global Association Meetings Protocol is a
strategic framework to guide the global meetings
and events industry forward. It is the second phase of
a collaboration between ICCA and MMGY NextFactor
that builds on the first phase — the ICCA Kaohsiung
Protocol — published in December 2020.
Much has evolved in one year during the Covid-19
pandemic. We now have a better understanding of
some of the shifts that are changing the development
and very foundation of business events, but at the
same time, the future is still highly fluid.
The ICCA Global Association Meetings Protocol
provides more clarity today on where we’re going as
an industry tomorrow. The insights in this report are
based on what association clients believe are the
most important strategies that host destinations and
their industry partners should embrace.
The process to cultivate those insights began
with Destination International’s DestinationNEXT
2021 Futures Study, published in July 2021. MMGY
NextFactor produced the Study based on a survey of
706 destination leaders in 52 countries. Part of that
survey asked respondents to rank the importance
of 80 strategies that convention & visitors bureaus
(CVB) and meetings-specific convention bureaus
(CB) are adopting to lead business recovery.
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To recap, the ICCA Kaohsiung Protocol in December
2020 highlighted accelerating trends in four pillars
that showed a heightened set of priorities across
the global events industry. They were identified by a
broad spectrum of industry stakeholders including
clients; CVBs and venues; and meeting management,
services and transportation companies.
ICCA, MMGY NextFactor and a client advisory board
developed a series of strategies for each pillar to help
inform how clients can develop events in alignment
with global shifts in the marketplace. The four pillars
from that report were:

•

Enhanced Engagement & Value
The due north for the industry is building events
around the unique needs of the end user to
improve engagement and deliver customized
value year-round.

•

Digital Restructure & Hybrid Events
Creating a digital, omnichannel culture across
any organization and its value chain will build
networks, increase audience reach, and deliver
better business intelligence and outcomes.

•

Shared Risk Management
New contractual agreements and insurance
products must be developed to ensure risk is
evenly managed across all actors.

•

Innovative Business Models
A new platform business model and expanded
partnerships are required to diversify markets
and develop new revenue streams more equitably
and sustainably.

©MMGY Nex tFactor

In the fall of 2021, ICCA asked its membership of
association clients to rank those same 80 strategies
based on what they felt should be the most important
priorities for CVB/CBs. MMGY NextFactor analyzed
those client rankings, and then they categorized
the 25 highest ranked strategies into four specific
priority areas to help destinations be more
responsive to their clients’ needs.

Phase 1: Event Trends & Strategies

Phase 2: Destination Strategies
The ICCA Global Association Meetings Protocol,
published in December 2021, is phase two of this
project that supplements the findings from late 2020.
It’s designed to help host destinations, their partners,
and association clients collaborate more effectively.
The focus of this report looks at how clients ranked
the importance of the 80 CVB strategies in the
DestinationNEXT 2021 Futures Study. Again, as in
2020, the takeaways were bucketed into four pillars
to help identify overarching themes.

•

Sustainability, Equity & Legacy
Sustainability; equity, diversity and inclusion;
and legacy are now top of mind for association
clients when it comes to site selection. Therefore,
destinations should dedicate more resources to
deliver on those priorities more effectively.

•

Crisis Planning & Mitigation
Protocols to enhance safety, health and security
should be further enhanced and codified to
protect against future cataclysmic shocks and
chronic stresses that impact business events.

•

Advocacy & Policy
Association clients are asking destinations and
their partners to continue to advocate stridently
for reducing barriers to travel.

•

Sector & Community Alignment
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Granted, convention & visitors bureaus have a
mandate overseeing both leisure travel and business
events, so it was anticipated that some gaps would
be revealed.
The most glaring example was how clients ranked
legacy as the #1 strategy that they look for help from
CVBs, which ranked legacy #70 in importance. Even
meeting-specific convention bureaus only ranked
legacy as the #22 highest priority.
There were also clear discrepancies in the data
relating to environmental and socio-cultural
sustainability, which many destinations are only
now starting to take seriously. Over and over again,
event professionals have stressed during this
project how critical it is for destinations to show how
they’re decreasing carbon footprints and increasing
equitable community benefits.
Altogether, the trends and strategies outlined in
phase one and two provide a clear set of priority
areas for the global events industry, regarding how
we meet in person and online, and how we optimize
the long-term impacts of events for all participants.
For association clients, host destinations and their
partners, all of those themes need to be approached
as parts of an integrated whole. Each trend and
strategy contributes to how we address and/or
capitalize on the others to define the future of our
industry.

©MMGY Nex tFactor

Providing access to local clusters of advanced
industries and community leaders is critical for
attracting business events in those industries.
Selling brainpower as well as buildings improves
competitiveness for the destination and
enhances legacy outcomes for the client.

Overall, there were some surprising and significant
gaps in terms of how association clients and
destination organizations are prioritizing strategy
heading into 2022.
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Work Plan
Phase 1 (2021)

Phase 2 (2022)

Advisory Panel & Research

DestinationNEXT Futures Study

MMGY NextFactor established an Advisory Panel
of 25 industry leaders to provide direction for The
Kaohsiung Protocol. The team produced two global
surveys, with 80 clients and 128 suppliers responding,
and it conducted 30+ interviews with high-profile
industry members.

MMGY NextFactor produced the DestinationNEXT
2021 Futures Study for Destinations International
in July 2021. Part of the Study included a survey
of 706 CVB leaders in 52 countries who ranked the
importance of 80 CVB strategies.

Identify Event Trends & Strategies
MMGY NextFactor hosted a series of webinars
to crowdsource insights on trends from multiple
segments in the events industry: association
and corporate clients; CVBs; event venues; and
meeting management, services and transportation
companies. A total of 30 macro global trends and
43 micro industry trends were identified, and ICCA
members ranked the importance of each of those.
Then, ICCA and MMGY NextFactor developed a
framework of strategies to help event professionals
capitalize on opportunities and navigate the wide
variety of challenges posed by the pandemic.

Identify Destination Strategies
ICCA asked 80 association clients to rank those
same 80 strategies in terms of what they see as the
most important priorities for bringing back business
events in an evolving marketplace in 2022.

ICCA Global Association Meetings
Protocol
MMGY NextFactor compared the rankings from
association clients against the survey data from the
DestinationNEXT Futures Study. This final report was
developed to highlight where clients and CVBs are
aligned around strategies, and where they’re not.

ICCA Kaohsiung Congress
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80 Clients Surveyed
80 CVB Strategies Ranked
©MMGY Nex tFactor

MMGY NextFactor hosted a live event at the hybrid
ICCA Kaohsiung Congress to present the initial
findings from the Kaohsiung Protocol framework.
A final report was then developed to share all of the
takeaways with ICCA’s membership.

Survey Profiles
A total of 80 clients from 31 countries participated in this ICCA phase two survey in Q4 2021,
who ranked 80 CVB strategies in terms of their importance for developing business events.

Third Party/PCO/Agency
28.75%

Organization
Type
Philanthropic Organization
5%
Trade Association
12.5%

Professional Society
53.75%

National
10%

Regional
20%

Geographic
Scope
Global
70%
©MMGY Nex tFactor
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Survey Profiles
Less than 250
7.5%
Over 3,000
35%

250 - 500
11.25%

Largest
Event Size
500 - 1,500
23.75%
1,500 - 3,000
22.5%

Over 5 million Euros
21.25%

Less than 100,000 Euros
13.75%

100,000 - 500,000 Euros
15%

Operating
Budget

500,000 - 1,000,000 Euros
21.25%

1 - 5 million Euros
28.75%

©MMGY Nex tFactor
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Association Client
Survey Rankings
The following pages show the survey rankings for how association
clients prioritized the 80 strategies highlighted in the DestinationNEXT
2021 Futures Study.
The results are displayed in two formats:
• The full aggregate data set of strategies ranked from 1 to 80
• Rankings divided into three categories by specific strategies
relating to destination marketing, destination management, and the
destination organization itself
The rankings are also compared to how convention & visitor bureaus
(CVB) and business event-only convention bureaus (CB) ranked the
strategies in the DestinationNEXT 2021 Futures Study survey.

©MMGY Nex tFactor
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Association Client Rankings (Aggregate)

				

1. Work closely with associations to help them achieve their legacy objectives
2. Connect with customers through all stages of their experience from awareness to interest to
booking to visiting to post-visit
3. Pay close attention to safety, health and security as a strategic consideration in our future planning
4. Balance the need for growth with responsible and sustainable development
5. Develop a sustainable tourism and events strategic framework
6. Develop a much more comprehensive crisis management strategy with new protocols related to all
types of crises
7. Increase advocacy efforts regarding border trade and travel restrictions
8. Place greater emphasis on engaging with customers in two-way conversations, more so than onedirectional communication
9. Focus on developing authentic experiences for the customer
10. Actively encourage policy makers to reduce barriers to travel
11. Put in place digital systems and services to keep pace with customer demand
12. Expand networks and collaboration with health, safety and security organizations to improve the
destination’s resilience to future shocks
13. Expand engagement with universities, research institutions and advanced/creative industries to
better attract high-value business events
14. Increase direct involvement in risk assessment and mitigation strategies for business events
15. Engage in scenario planning to help be prepared for future disruptions and opportunities
16. Develop outreach programs in the local community to broaden the networks
17. Protect and steward the natural environment and our authentic social and cultural characteristics
18. Improve equity, diversity and inclusion across organization staff
19. Diversify revenue sources to maintain/expand current funding levels
20. Place greater emphasis on connecting business event customers with intellectual capabilities and
knowledge networks in their destination
21. Elevate the destination brand by promoting progressive people and organizations invested in
sustainability and equality
22. Develop new KPIs to better measure the economic and social impact of tourism and business events
beyond visitor volume
23. Enhance engagement with the local community to manage future considerations for the visitor
economy
24. Play more of a central role in advocacy in the destination
25. Increase collaboration with local community organizations to address social issues
26. Develop greater capabilities in data management and digital experience strategy
27. Develop strategies to protect existing business while attracting events and visitation
28. Build the destination brand around the community’s goals, values and creative energy
29. Improve equity, diversity and inclusion on Board
30. Participate more in building platforms to improve the visitor experience
31. Expand how the destination promotes their partner capacities in hybrid events
32. Agree to a uniform methodology with other destination organizations to measure economic impact
33. Leverage our region’s priority economic sectors to generate business events
34. Redevelop incentive strategies with partners for attracting business events
35. Adopt operating standards and consistent measures of performance with other destination
36. Support growth of hybrid meetings and required services and facilities
37. Acquire competencies and skill sets to effectively compete in a disruptive economy
38. Act as conduit to build social networks among the local business community
39. Work more closely with airlines to build and promote air routes
40. Expand engagement with educational institutions to support equitable workforce development

CB: Convention Bureau (Business events only)
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CB

70
28

22
18

29
24
25
55

7
15
17
45

23
37

64
10

5
22
18
53

21
39
30
47

64

1

77
51
33
15
43
21
67

31
33
23
31
61
18
13

32

27

6

6

2

16

3
63
12
14
4
42
30
61
23
45
65
46
71
17
41
69
58

3
73
36
10
13
53
48
43
4
2
5
50
52
10
23
54
46
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CVB: Convention & Visitors Bureau (Leisure & business events)

CVB

Association Client Rankings (Aggregate) 						
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.

Take on a greater role as cultural champion of the destination
Support regional and national initiatives to improve mobility and connectivity
Develop visitor messaging to answer demand for transformational/purposeful travel
Co-develop a strategic framework with public/private partners to improve equity, diversity, and
inclusion across the industry
Play a greater role in the creation of events to animate the destination
Increase support for local small businesses and community groups
Improve equity in the destination by supporting and promoting a more diverse supply chain of
vendors
Take a more active role in political and legislative issues impacting events
Form more strategic alliances outside the visitor industry
Invest in tools and talent to manage/analyze large and complex data for the destination
Develop more comprehensive KPIs to improve equity in our organization and ecosystem of vendors
Use collaborative technology as a core strategy for the destination organization
Be more involved in economic development initiatives
Better integrate tourism, economic development, and talent attraction
Take a lead role in the community to work with the sharing economy, including participating in
discussions on regulatory matters
Develop a destination master/management plan to define long-term destination development
Restructure organization to better support local small business and community groups
Manage content across digital channels on behalf of community stakeholders
Adjust roles/expertise and become more consultative engagement and experience managers
Connect visitor experience with the quality of life of residents in the community
Lead and support initiatives to address hospitality industry workforce shortages
Increase and prioritize messaging for the high-value, mindful visitor who contributes more to the
community, economically and otherwise
Hire destination managers, in addition to those with backgrounds in sales and marketing
Invest more effort in scanning markets for business intelligence
Develop new business development strategies to engage younger visitors
Increase investment in user-generated content platforms
Improve and align data management and digital strategy to optimize marketing ROI (to compensate
for loss of 3rd party cookie data)
Have a greater role in policy and product development
Focus significant attention on content creation and dissemination strategies
Leverage improved data management tools for advocacy and community engagement efforts
Put a greater emphasis on market segmentation that aligns with public/private sector priorities
Consider mergers with other organizations (e.g. economic development, municipal departments,
chamber of commerce, other associations)
Have more non-industry representatives providing direction and expertise to DMO planning
Design digital customer engagement primarily around mobile
Partner with a greater number of competitive destinations
Invest more effort and resources into video content to market the destination
Expand mandate to broaden DMO’s impact and relevance in the community
Distribute workforce by adopting a remote working environment
Consider shared services (e.g. joint office space, accounting services, co-op marketing and brand
development)
Develop specific initiatives to attract professional remote workers

CB: Convention Bureau (Business events only)
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CB

36
47
31
44

69
40
41
65

56
34
62

28
51
53

49
16
35
60
39
9
10
66

60
12
57
44
37
20
8
67

8
74
50
52
11
54
27

34
78
55
38
49
71
35

75
59
57
48
13

79
56
72
74
61

20
1
26
38

63
29
41
25

80
72
19
68
7
40
76
79

77
70
66
68
26
75
59
76

78

80
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CVB: Convention & Visitors Bureau (Leisure & business events)

CVB

Association Client Rankings (Destination Marketing)				
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Connect with customers through all stages of their experience from awareness to interest to
booking to visiting to post-visit
Place greater emphasis on engaging with customers in two-way conversations, more so than onedirectional communication
Put in place digital systems and services to keep pace with customer demand
Expand engagement with universities, research institutions and advanced/creative industries to
better attract high-value business events
Increase direct involvement in risk assessment and mitigation strategies for business events
Place greater emphasis on connecting business event customers with intellectual capabilities and
knowledge networks in their destination
Elevate the destination brand by promoting progressive people and organizations invested in
sustainability and equality
Develop strategies to protect existing business while attracting events and visitation
Build the destination brand around the community’s goals, values and creative energy
Participate more in building platforms to improve the visitor experience
Expand how the destination promotes their partner capacities in hybrid events and digital
engagement
Leverage our region’s priority economic sectors to generate business events
Redevelop incentive strategies with partners for attracting business events
Develop visitor messaging to answer demand for transformational/purposeful travel
Manage content across digital channels on behalf of community stakeholders
Increase and prioritize messaging for the the high-value, mindful visitor who contributes more to
the community, economically and otherwise
Invest more effort in scanning markets for business intelligence
Develop new business development strategies to engage younger visitors
Increase investment in user-generated content platforms
Improve and align data management and digital strategy to optimize marketing ROI (to compensate
for loss of 3rd party cookie data)
Focus significant attention on content creation and dissemination strategies
Leverage improved data management tools for advocacy and community engagement efforts
Put a greater emphasis on market segmentation that aligns with public/private sector priorities
Design digital customer engagement primarily around mobile
Partner with a greater number of competitive destinations
Invest more effort and resources into video content to market the destination
Develop specific initiatives to attract professional remote workers

CB: Convention Bureau (Business events only)
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CB

28

18

37

10

18
64

30
1

77
67

31
13

32

27

14
4
30
61

10
13
48
43

45
65
31
50
27

2
5
41
55
35

59
57
48
13

56
72
74
61

1
26
38
19
68
7
78

29
41
25
66
68
26
80
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CVB: Convention & Visitors Bureau (Leisure & business events)

CVB

Association Client Rankings (Destination Management)				
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Work closely with associations to help them achieve their legacy objectives
Balance the need for growth with responsible and sustainable development
Develop a sustainable tourism and events strategic framework
Increase advocacy efforts regarding border trade and travel restrictions
Focus on developing authentic experiences for the customer
Actively encourage policy makers to reduce barriers to travel
Expand networks and collaboration with health, safety and security organizations to improve the
destination’s resilience to future shocks
Develop outreach programs in the local community to broaden the networks
Protect and steward the natural environment and our authentic social and cultural characteristics
Enhance engagement with the local community to manage future considerations for the visitor
economy
Play more of a central role in advocacy in the destination
Increase collaboration with local community organizations to address social issues
Support growth of hybrid meetings and required services and facilities
Act as conduit to build social networks among the local business community
Work more closely with airlines to build and promote air routes
Expand engagement with educational institutions to support equitable workforce development
Take on a greater role as cultural champion of the destination
Support regional and national initiatives to improve mobility and connectivity
Co-develop a strategic framework with public/private partners to improve equity, diversity and
inclusion across the industry
Play a greater role in the creation of events to animate the destination
Increase support for local small businesses and community groups
Improve equity in the destination by supporting and promoting a more diverse supply chain of
vendors
Take a more active role in political and legislative issues impacting events
Be more involved in economic development initiatives
Better integrate tourism, economic development and talent attraction
Take a lead role in the community to work with the sharing economy, including participating in
discussions on regulatory matters
Develop a destination master/management plan to define long-term destination development
Connect visitor experience with the quality of life of residents in the community
Lead and support initiatives to address hospitality industry workforce shortages
Have a greater role in policy and product development

CB: Convention Bureau (Business events only)
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CB

70
24
25
23
5
22
53

22
15
17
64
21
39
47

33
15
2

23
31
16

3
63
71
41
69
58
36
47
44

3
73
52
23
54
46
69
40
65

56
34
62

28
51
53

49
9
10
66

60
20
8
67

8
11
54
20

34
49
71
63
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CVB: Convention & Visitors Bureau (Leisure & business events)

CVB

Association Client Rankings (Destination Organization)				
1. Pay close attention to safety, health and security as a strategic consideration in our future planning
2. Develop a much more comprehensive crisis management strategy with new protocols related to all
types of crises
3. Engage in scenario planning to help be prepared for future disruptions and opportunities
4. Improve equity, diversity and inclusion across organization staff
5. Diversify revenue sources to maintain/expand current funding levels
6. Develop new KPIs to better measure the economic and social impact of tourism and business
events beyond visitor volume
7. Develop greater capabilities in data management and digital experience strategy
8. Improve equity, diversity and inclusion on Board
9. Agree to a uniform methodology with other destination organizations to measure economic impact
10. Adopt operating standards and consistent measures of performance with other destination
organizations
11. Acquire competencies and skill sets to effectively compete in a disruptive economy
12. Form more strategic alliances outside the visitor industry
13. Invest in tools and talent to manage/analyze large and complex data for the destination
14. Develop more comprehensive KPIs to improve equity in our organization and ecosystem of vendors
15. Use collaborative technology as a core strategy for the destination organization
16. Restructure organization to better support local small business and community groups
17. Adjust roles/expertise and become more consultative engagement and experience managers
18. Hire destination managers, in addition to those with backgrounds in sales and marketing
19. Consider mergers with other organizations (e.g. economic development, municipal departments,
chamber of commerce, other associations)
20. Have more non-industry representatives providing direction and expertise to DMO planning
21. Expand mandate to broaden DMO’s impact and relevance in the community
22. Distribute workforce by adopting a remote working environment
23. Consider shared services (e.g. joint office space, accounting services, co-op marketing and brand
development)

CB: Convention Bureau (Business events only)
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CB

29
55

7
45

51
43
21
6

33
61
18
6

12
42
23
46

36
53
4
50

17
16
35
60
39
74
52
75
80

10
12
57
44
37
78
38
79
77

72
40
76
79

70
75
59
76
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CVB: Convention & Visitors Bureau (Leisure & business events)

CVB

4 Strategic Pillars
For Destinations
MMGY NextFactor identified four pillars among the top 25 client ranked strategies
to help categorize the key takeaways for the ICCA Global Association Meetings
Protocol. These provide a structured framework for destination leaders to optimize
how they work with association clients in the future.

#1

Sustainability, Equity & Legacy

#2

Crisis Planning & Mitigation

#3

Advocacy & Policy

#4

Sector & Community Alignment

Sustainability, equity and inclusion, and legacy are now top of mind for
association clients. Destinations should dedicate more resources to deliver
on those priorities more effectively.

Protocols to enhance safety, health and security should be further
enhanced and codified to protect against future cataclysmic shocks, like
pandemics, as well as chronic stresses.

Association clients are asking destinations and their industry partners to
continue advocating stridently for opening borders, reducing barriers to
travel, and for the industry overall.

Providing access to local clusters of advanced industries and community
leaders is critical for attracting business events in those industries and
enhancing legacy outcomes for the client.

©MMGY Nex tFactor
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Sustainability, Equity & Legacy
The survey results showed that association clients are prioritizing sustainability; equity,
diversity and inclusion; and legacy impacts more than other themes when it comes to the
role that CVBs play in securing and supporting the development of business events.
The most noticeable gap across the entire survey is how clients and CVB/CBs prioritize the
long-term legacy impacts from business events beyond the short-term business objectives.
The #1 strategy for clients was: “Work closely with associations to help them achieve their
legacy objectives,” while CVBs ranked it #70. Business event-specific convention bureaus
ranked it much higher at #22, but that’s still a significant gap.
The other seven strategies in this pillar all focus on the impact that business events have
on the environment and the local community. Association clients are facing increasing
pressure from their organizations and partners to be more transparent about how they’re
collaborating with host destinations to decrease environmental impacts and increase
benefits to a wider breadth of community members and stakeholders.

DestinationNEXT 2021 Strategy 				

		

Client

CVB

CB

•

Work closely with associations to help them achieve their legacy objectives

1

70

22

•

Balance the need for growth with responsible and sustainable development

4

24

45

•

Develop a sustainable tourism and events strategic framework

5

25

17

•

Protect and steward the natural environment and our authentic social and
cultural characteristics

17

15

31

•

Improve equity, diversity and inclusion across organization staff

18

43

61

•

Elevate the destination brand by promoting progressive people and
organizations invested in sustainability and equality

21

32

27

•

Develop new KPIs to better measure the economic and social impact of
tourism and business events beyond visitor volume

22

6

6

•

Increase collaboration with local community organizations to address social
issues

25

63

73

CB: Convention Bureau (Business events only)
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CVB: Convention & Visitors Bureau (Leisure & business events)

Crisis Planning & Mitigation
Covid-19 exposed systemic gaps and weaknesses across our industry in terms of how we’re
prepared to adapt to a global crisis. Also, it’s not just about being prepared for a once-in-a
century pandemic. Many destinations face a host of smaller yet ongoing economic, social and
environmental challenges that can impact the success of any event.
Two of the top 10 strategies for clients are: “Pay close attention to safety, health and security
as a strategic consideration in our future planning,” and “Develop a much more comprehensive
crisis management strategy with new protocols related to all types of crises.” Clearly clients are
asking for their partner destinations to be much more ready for unexpected shocks.
Event professionals are also emphasizing the CVBs and their partners should be directly
involved in scenario planning and risk assessment to identify potential challenges more
effectively. Overall, clients feel CVBs need more effective mitigation strategies in place to be
more agile and share risk more evenly.

DestinationNEXT 2021 Strategy 				

		

Client

CVB

CB

•

Pay close attention to safety, health and security as a strategic consideration
in our future planning

3

29

7

•

Develop a much more comprehensive crisis management strategy with new
protocols related to all types of crises

6

55

45

•

Expand networks and collaboration with health, safety and security
organizations to improve the destination’s resilience to future shocks

12

53

47

•

Increase direct involvement in risk assessment and mitigation strategies for
business events

14

77

31

•

Engage in scenario planning to help be prepared for future disruptions and
opportunities

15

51

33

CB: Convention Bureau (Business events only)
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CVB: Convention & Visitors Bureau (Leisure & business events)

Advocacy & Policy
Destinations worldwide have been advocating for responsibly reducing barriers to travel throughout
Covid-19, and clients highlighted the need for continued efforts there in the rankings. In terms of
diversifying revenue for the organization, and increasing advocacy efforts within the destination, both
clients and destination leaders ranked those strategies highly.

DestinationNEXT 2021 Strategy 				

		

Client

CVB

CB

•

Increase advocacy efforts regarding border trade and travel restrictions

7

23

64

•

Actively encourage policy makers to reduce barriers to travel

10

22

39

•

Diversify revenue sources to maintain and expand current funding levels

19

21

18

•

Play more of a central role in advocacy in the destination

24

3

3

Sector & Community Alignment
During the last decade, destination organizations have been collaborating with local leaders in advanced
industries and scientific/educational institutions to help attract business events in those industries.
Association clients clearly continue to see value there. Clients also see benefits when destinations
collaborate more closely with community organizations on a local level.

DestinationNEXT 2021 Strategy 				

		

Client

CVB

CB

•

Expand engagement with universities, research institutions and advanced/
creative industries to better attract high-value business events

13

64

1

•

Develop outreach programs in the local community to broaden industry
networks

16

33

23

•

Place greater emphasis on connecting business event customers with
intellectual capabilities and knowledge networks in their destination

20

67

13

•

Enhance engagement with local community to manage future considerations
for the visitor economy

23

2

16

CB: Convention Bureau (Business events only)
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CVB: Convention & Visitors Bureau (Leisure & business events)

Most Significant Gaps
This table shows the gaps between what association clients believe should be the most
important strategies for destination organizations, in comparison with the destinations
themselves.
The disparities among what clients and CVB/CBs prioritize are glaring in many instances. Those
gaps identify where destination organizations can potentially adjust their strategic planning in
coming years to align more closely with their customers’ needs.
As the global business events industry strives to “build back better” in collaboration with host
destinations, the strategies below provide a valuable starting point.

DestinationNEXT 2021 Strategy 				

		

Client

CVB

CB

•

Work closely with associations to help them achieve their legacy objectives

1

70

22

•

Balance the need for growth with responsible and sustainable development

4

24

15

•

Develop a sustainable tourism and events strategic framework

5

25

17

•

Develop a much more comprehensive crisis management strategy with new
protocols

6

55

45

•

Expand engagement with universities, research institutions and advanced/
creative industries

13

64

1

•

Increase direct involvement in risk assessment and mitigation strategies for
business events

14

77

31

•

Improve equity, diversity and inclusion across organization staff

18

43

61

•

Place greater emphasis on connecting business event customers with
knowledge networks

20

67

13

•

Increase collaboration with local community organizations to address social
issues

25

63

73

CB: Convention Bureau (Business events only)
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CVB: Convention & Visitors Bureau (Leisure & business events)

Global Association
Meetings Protocol
21
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